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CALL TO ACTION
Turn Up Heat on Lawmakers; Tell Them and Us Why We Say
‘NO!’

Workers’ Comp Rew rite Blatant Attack on Business

Y our  Alabama Retail Association along with more than 20

business groups, this week fired back at those advancing

the most blatant attack on business in the history of

Alabama. In last week’s Capitol Retail Report , we told you

about the introduction of five bills that rewrite Alabama’s

Workers’ Compensation Act. This trial-lawyer inspired

package would single-handily destroy the economic

progress we’ve worked hard for in our state, encourage an

avalanche of litigation against Alabama businesses and

push workers’ comp premiums out of reach for many

businesses. Businesses big and small would feel the pain.

Unlike workers’ compensation reform in other states, this

package does nothing to cut workers’ compensation costs

and piles expenses on employers. The big beneficiaries?

You guessed it – money-hungry trial lawyers.

“This is the worst legislation

introduced in my almost 20

years of legislative

experience,” said ARA

President Rick Brown. The

issue has united the

business community in a way that rivals the collective push

for tort reform in Alabama.

We must STOP this legislation. This week, leaders of

business groups met with legislative leaders to tell them

why we cannot go back to the days of workers’ comp abuse,

off-the-chart premium increases and out-of-control litigation.

A letter went out today to all 35 senators expressing our

united opposition to these bills. They are feeling the heat.

Now, it is your turn to turn up the thermostat.

Call your senator and call your representative NOW and tell

them specifically what the legislation enumerated here
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would mean to your business. Then, e-mail us and give us

specifics we can use as ammunition to fend off this assault

when your lobbyists talk with lawmakers at the Alabama

State House.

To assist you in your conversation with lawmakers, a

synopsis of the bills follows.

>> Read a more detailed synopsis 

PERMANENT PARTIAL DISABILITY BENEFITS

SB 403  by Sen. Rodger Smitherman, D-Birmingham, would

remove the $220 cap on weekly workers’ compensation

benefits and allow recovery to extend past 300 weeks for the

"duration of the disability." With a "permanent" partial

disability, the court may award benefits until age 67 and the

maximum amount recoverable is indefinite. Currently, the

value of a permanent, partial disability can range up to $682

per week. For example, under current law, if a 30-year-old

employee losses a toe on the job, that injury is capped at

$66,000. Under this bill, that cost could be as high as $1

million. The bill allows the court to consider evidence of

vocational disability in virtually every case, even when the

employee has returned to work earning more money. This

legislation eliminates scheduled member injury awards in

any case where an employee sustains a loss of earning

capacity.

CO-EMPLOYEE AND EXCLUSIVITY 

SB 405 by Sen. Roger Bedford, D-Russellville, would

destroy the exclusivity protection currently afforded to

employers. Employers will face both workers compensation

and tort claims virtually whenever an employee suffers an

on-the-job injury based on the doctrine of respondeat

superior. This bill also will make it virtually impossible for an

employer to obtain a summary judgment against a

retaliatory discharge claim. The employee will merely have

to allege the termination was the result of the employee's

injury as a motivating factor.

RETALIATORY DISCHARGE

SB 139 , also by Smitherman, would destroy the

"Employment-At-Will" doctrine by making it easier for

employees to file retaliatory discharge suits that claim they

were terminated from their jobs for filing workers’

compensation claims. If passed, the bill would force

employers to spend millions to defend against a flood of

new litigation.

MEDICAL BENEFITS AMENDMENTS

under new proposal
Lawmakers want
ban on herb
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To contact members
of the Alabama Legislature:

WRITE:

Alabama State House
11 South Union Street
Montgomery , AL 36130

CALL:

HOUSE: (334) 242-7600
SENATE: (334) 242-7800

E-MAIL:

Most representatives can be
reached through the House
e-mail system by using the
following format: 
firstname.lastname@
alhouse.org.

Those without e-mail
addresses can be reached
through the general e-mail
address:
house3@alhouse.org
There is no general e-mail
address for senators. Click
here for a roster of the state
senators with their
complete contact
information.
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Under SB 389  by Sen. Zeb Little, D-Cullman, employers

would lose all control over medical treatment and costs.

Employees would have the right to choose their own

physicians, resulting in conflicting medical opinions

regarding causation, treatment plans, impairment and

degree of disability, and return to work issues. The courts

would have the power to designate a new treating physician

upon the employee's motion. In addition, employers would

be required to pay for the purchase of any "apparatus" which

might assist or enhance the employee's enjoyment of daily

activities, including spas, whirlpools, specially equipped

vans and vehicles, all of which before now have been

denied. The bill also would impose significant money

penalties on employers who, for any reason at all, contest

the cost of medical treatment.

PHYSICIAN SELECTION

HB 502  by Rep. James Gordon, D-Saraland, again reduces

employers’ control over medical treatment and costs by

allowing employees to select their treating physician, with

the amount of fees that are paid being equal to the amount

that would have been paid to the physician chosen by the

employer. Simply stated, this bill, in combination with SB

389, overturns the most significant medical treatment cost

control provision of Alabama workers’ compensation laws.

Call your lawmakers NOW and ask them to put a stop to

these extremely dangerous bills!

>> Other News

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Ask Senator to Support the Coalition for Progress

Sen. Phil Poole, D-Moundville, is working to keep the Alabama

Senate from considering ARA-supported SB 237,  by Sen.

Bobby Singleton, D-Greensboro. This legislation allows the

city councils of Alexander City, Anniston, Athens, Decatur,

Dothan, Enterprise, Florence, Gadsden, Ozark, Selma,

Sheffield, Sylacauga, Talladega and Tuscaloosa to hold

referendums on seven-day beverage sales. It would allow

local voters to decide this question for their communities. ARA

is part of the Coalition for Economic Progress , a group of

organizations united in their support of this bill.

If you live, work or own a business in Tuscaloosa, which is in

Poole’s district, please write or call the senator today to ask

him to at least not block consideration of this bill, and/or urge

him to support the legislation, which could increase local

LINKS GO TO CONTACT INFO:

The link to each lawmaker
mentioned in this
publication goes to their
individual websites, which
have contact information.
You can also find out whose
legislative district you live or
work in under Find Your
Lawmaker in the Political
Affairs section of
alabamaretail.org.

 

For committee
assignments and clerk
contacts for the Alabama
Legislature, see ARA’s
2011 Legislative Roster.

  

Now, Even More Benefits
from ARA

  

Your Business Can Save
Thousands

ARA constantly strives to
increase the Value its

members received from
membership.  Many

members have been using
our low-cost workers'

comp program for years,
but were asking for more. 
In January, we announced

more savings.  ARA
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jobs, expand payrolls, create economic development and

bring tourism to his district as well as other parts of the state.

This legislation benefits the bottom line for retailers and

means more revenue for schools, seniors and health care.

ARA has written a sample letter for you to use , which is

linked here, or , if you prefer, call the senator at (334) 242-7889

.

The metropolitan areas covered under this legislation

represent more than 1 million Alabama citizens.

Birmingham, Huntsville, Mobile and Montgomery as well as

smaller cities such as Bessemer, Phenix City, Prichard,

Auburn, Center Point, Fairfield, Homewood, Mountain Brook,

Opelika and Prattville already have the power granted under

this bill.

This bill does not expand sales of alcoholic beverages by any

municipality currently not selling beverages. It allows cities to

decide the hours of sale and the types of licenses that can

sell, such as grocery stores, restaurants or bars. It also

permits the local governments to hold their referendums on

the same date as statewide elections in November.

This legislation is in line to be considered by the full Senate,

but Poole has kept it from coming to the floor for a vote. The

House companion is HB 286 , by Rep. Mac Gipson, R-

Prattville.

UNNECESSARY MANDATES

Country of Origin and Catfish Labeling Bills Carried Over

Continue to Ask Your Lawmakers to Vote “No”

Committees carried over two

bills this week that would

require food service

establishments to tell

customers where they get the

fish they serve.

The House Agriculture and Forestry Committee has carried

over HB 335  at the call of the chairman. The sponsor’s

mother died this week and, consequently, he was not at

Wednesday’s committee meeting.

This bill would require restaurants, cafeterias, grocery delis

and other food service establishments to label all fish as

domestic or imported. Besides being up for consideration in

the House committee, this legislation also has the potential to

be considered by the full Senate at any time.

members now have
access to: 

Cost-Saving Credit Card
Processing: 

Through a partnership with
Huntsville-based
CHECKredi, ARA members

get rates normally
reserved for only the
largest stores.

Discounted Inbound and
Outbound Shipping:

Through our arrangement
with PartnerShip ARA

members can save up to
27% on FedEX services
and up to 70% on other
shipping needs.

Budget Friendly Email
Marketing:

Constant Contact brings

ARA members cutting
edge e-mail marketing
technology for as low as
$15 a month; members
save up to 25%

Find Out More Today 

 

IMPORTANT EVENT

THIS WEEK

WHAT: Birmingham
Business Leadership
Exchange 
WHEN: 6 p.m. Wednesday,

April 6 

WHERE: Regions Center
Upper Lobby Auditorium,
1900 5th Avenue North

Complimentary parking

available at Regions Center

deck via 19th St. North

The Speaker’s
Commission on Job
Creation is partnering with
the Birmingham Business
Alliance to invite business
owners of companies
across the industrial
spectrum to attend a
“Business Leadership
Exchange,” and share
their ideas about how to
improve the business
climate in the state.  If
you have any questions,
please contact the
office of House
Speaker Mike Hubbard
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If you haven’t already, please  contact the Senate sponsor,

Sen. Jim Preuitt, D-Talladega, to let him know you oppose  SB

221 , which is the companion to HB 335. You can contact

Preuitt by telephone at (334) 242-7898 ; by fax at (334) 353-9364

; or by e-mail.

Out of respect for the House sponsor, Rep. Spencer Collier,

R-Irvington, while he mourns the loss of his mother, Janell

Collier Rodgers, ARA asks that you refrain from contacting

him this week. However,  feel free to contact your

representative , if you don’t live or work in Collier’s district.

Meanwhile, the Senate Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry

Committee carried over SB 399 at the request its sponsor,

Sen. Bobby Singleton, D-Greensboro. ARA thanks Singleton

for giving us a chance to address concerns about the bill

before its consideration by the committee.

Singleton’s bill would require food service establishments to

inform consumers whether catfish is "farm-raised” or "river or

lake” catfish, or if the product was imported from a country

other than the United States. The bill requires that information

to be placed on a placard, menu or other written material

available to the customer. The bill also requires the same

identifying information for any advertisements. The House

companion is HB 576 by Rep. A.J. McCampbell, D-Linden.

All distributors, processors or wholesalers of catfish products

must provide this information to each person, firm or

corporation to whom they distribute or sell catfish products for

resale. Current federal law requires all seafood items

supplied and sold to grocery stores be labeled, although the

labels are different than those required under this proposed

law. Restaurants are specifically excluded in the federal law.

SB 399 would make Alabama the only state requiring catfish

to be labeled that is sent to restaurants.

These bills mandate country of origin labeling, or COOL, at

the state level.  ARA has led the fight to keep such

burdensome legislation from being considered for the past

six years . We must continue to resist efforts to legislate

labeling of such products such as seafood, meat, fruits,

vegetables and peanuts.

Alabama restaurateurs are proud to do whatever they can on

a voluntary basis to promote Alabama or U.S. raised or caught

fish or shellfish in their establishments and do regularly on

their menus and specials. Laws already exist to prevent

retailers and others from mislabeling merchandise. Federal

legislation already requires country of origin labeling for

grocers and fish markets.

at 334-242-7668. If you
are unable to come to
the Birmingham exchange
but would like to submit
ideas and
recommendations, you
may email them to
Alabama Jobs Commission

 or join the conversation
on Facebook at

facebook.com/
speakersjobscommission
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SMOKING/TOBACCO

Bars That Don’t Sell Much Food Exempted from Smoking Ban
Bill

Thursday, the Senate Education Committee voted 7-1 for

legislation to ban smoking in most public places and

workplaces in Alabama after amending the bill to exempt

stand-alone bars where food sales make up no more than 20

percent of revenues.

SB 229 , sponsored by Sen. Vivian Davis Figures, D-Mobile,

would ban anyone from smoking in restaurants, stores, malls

and most other public indoor places in Alabama. While the

revised version would allow smoking in primarily drinking

establishments, it still would ban smoking in bars located in

restaurants.

The full 35-member Senate could vote on Figures legislation

as soon as next week.

Besides bars that sell no more than 20 percent food, the only

other places excluded from the ban would be private homes,

hotel rooms designated as smoking rooms, nursing home

rooms requested in writing by smokers, and private clubs

used on a function-only basis, tobacco stores and cigar bars.

Smoking would be allowed 15 feet outside the entrances,

windows and ventilation systems of any public building or

private business where smoking is prohibited by the

legislation.

Figures’ legislation would supersede local smoking

ordinances. The legislation carries a $100 fine for first-time

violators; a $200 fine for a second offense; and $500 for the

third violation and each subsequent violation in a one-year

period. Every day a business is in violation is a separate

violation.

CHILD LABOR

Changes to Child Labor Law Under Consideration

Efforts are being made to revise Alabama’s child labor laws

so they align more closely with federal regulations and

require less man-hours for employers and the state’s school

system.

Legislation soon will be presented that would end the state’s

work permit process for hiring teens and replace it with a child

labor certificate system. Rather than seeking a work permit

through the schools, a $15 Child Labor Certificate good for

two years would be purchased from the Alabama Department

http://www.alabamaretail.org/uploadedFiles/Capitol_Retail_Report/Articles/2008/SB229-int.pdf


of Labor for each location or entity where those age 14

through age 17 work. To be eligible to work, 14- and 15-year-

olds would be required to get an "Eligibility to Work Form"

from their school certifying that they have satisfactory grades

and attendance. No form would be necessary for teen-agers

16 and older.

Alabama schools currently issue more than 50,000 work

permits annually, which is costly and time-consuming.

Another aspect of the law that would change under the

proposal is that civil penalties for violations would be issued

in lieu of charging employers with a misdemeanor and having

them arrested, finger printed, and subject to a trial in district

court. Some violations would call for a $300 civil judgment,

while more serious infractions would call for a $5,000

assessment. The penalty for not having a child labor

certificate would be $50. In most cases, employers could

avoid a criminal record if in violation of the child labor law,

under this scenario.

However, criminal penalties would continue to apply,

especially if the violations resulted in the serious injury or

death of a minor. Also, criminal charges could be made

against a manager, rather than the employer, in cases of

repeated abuse of the law. Criminal charges would be at the

discretion of the prosecutor.

Other significant proposed changes to the law include:

adding w orkplaces that employ 18-year-olds to the child labor

law  poster requirement. The current requirement is for

w orkplaces w ith employees younger than 18.

maintaining time records and a separate personnel f ile on

those younger than 19 for three years;

verifying a w orking minor’s age using documents recognized

by the Federal Employees Identif ication Law s.

requiring a documented 30-minute break for 14- and 15-year-

olds during a f ive-hour shift;

and prohibiting those under the age of 16 from selling

firew orks unless they are under the direct supervision of an

adult, 18 or older.

HB 138 by Rep. Frank McDaniel, D-Albertville, and its

companion,

SB 463 , by Sen. Quinton Ross, D-Montgomery, have been

introduced as the vehicles for this legislation. However, a

substitute for the original bills has been developed. Please

look at the substitute linked here and let ARA know your views

on this proposed legislation. Remember to read the text of

bills, you have to go to the online version of this newsletter.
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TAXES

Knight, Poverty Group Advocate Removing Sales Tax on Food

Rep. John Knight, D-Montgomery, and Alabama Arise, an

advocacy group for Alabama's poor, are promoting a

constitutional amendment to remove the state's 4 percent

state sales tax on groceries, end Alabama's state income tax

deduction for federal income taxes paid and increase

individual income tax standard deductions as well as

personal and dependent exemptions.

Knight says his legislation,  HB 274, which is pending before

the House Education Appropriations Committee, is revenue

neutral. Ending the state income deduction would raise about

$550 million, with the money coming primarily from families

making more than $100,000 annually. Knight contends that

will offset revenue lost through ending the sales tax on food,

expanding the standard deduction for couples to $11,100 and

raising the personal exemption to $2,200 for every family

member.

CAMPAIGN FINANCE AND ELECTIONS

Conference Committee to Consider PAC-to-PAC Transfer
Ban

A conference committee of House and Senate members now

will decide the fate of legislation to ban transfers of money

between political action committees.

Thursday, on a vote of 102-0, the House rejected Senate

changes made to HB 73 by Rep. Jeff McLaughlin,D-

Guntersville. McLaughlin asked the House to kill his much-

altered bill and send it to a conference committee. ARA also

has concerns about the Senate changes , which would be

difficult to implement as written. The Senate changes to the

bill would allow PACs to give money to political parties and to

legislative caucuses.

TECHNOLOGY

House Committee Approves Electronic Payment Legislation

Tuesday, the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee

approved

HB 67 by Rep. Oliver Robinson, D-Birmingham, which would

allow the state comptroller to electronically pay warrants of

more than $2,500 to business entities, vendors and providers

of professional services, rather than cut a paper warrant.  The
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House approved the bill Feb. 12th. Tuesday’s vote puts the bill

in line for final approval by the Senate.  If signed into law, the

effective date of the legislation would be July 1.

The Senate companion is SB 70 by Sen. Wendell Mitchell,

D-Luverne.

ARA supports this legislation advocated by State Treasurer

Kay Ivey as a way to increase efficiency in the treasurer's

office.

HEALTH INSURANCE

ARA Watching Health Plan Bills

Wants to Ensure 'Offer,' Not 'Mandate' Coverage

ARA is monitoring a couple of pieces of legislation that

require insurance and health plans to offer certain coverage.

Right now, the bills stop short of mandating coverage.  ARA

opposes mandatory health-care benefits as they increase

the cost of health care.

One health coverage bill ARA is monitoring is HB 375 , by

Rep. Lesley Vance, D-Phenix City, and SB 341 , by Sen.

Parker Griffith,

D-Huntsville, which requires that insurance companies and

health plans offer coverage for prosthetics and orthotics.

Thursday, the Senate Banking and Insurance Committee

approved the Senate bill with an amendment clarifiing that the

benefit amount could not exceed the amount currently

provided for durable medical equipment. Last week, the

House Banking and Insurance Committee amended and

approved the bill. It also added the durable medical

equipment amendment as well an amendment that says the

bill only applies to new policies written after or up for renewal

after Oct. 1, 2008.

Other legislation that bears watching is SB 375 , by Sen. Pat

Lindsey, D-Butler, which the Senate Banking and Insurance

Committee approved Thursday with an "offer" amendment. It

and

HB 472 , sponsored by Rep. James Gordon, D-Mobile, would

require individual or group insurance providers and health

plans to offer coverage for chiropractic services equal to the

coverage provided by the federal Medicare program. The

House version of the bill has yet to be considered by the

House Health Committee.

MEDICAID
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Committee Delays Medicaid Drug Debate

Wednesday, the House Government Operations Committee

carried over  HB 503  by Rep. Blaine Galliher, R-Gadsden, to

allow the Alabama Medicaid Agency and the sponsor to

discuss the bill further. Galliher’s bill would require

pharmacists filling prescriptions for Medicaid patients to

substitute a brand name drug for the prescribed generic drug

in cases where the brand name can be filled at a lower net

cost. Under current policy, when a Medicaid prescription is

filled, generic drugs are substituted for brand names, unless

the physician declares the brand name medically necessary.

On average, generic drugs cost a fifth of their brand name

equivalent. Under this legislation, a pharmacist would have to

consider all the various discounts and federal rebates that

may apply to the brand name drug to determine if the net cost

is less than the generic. The companion bill is  SB 414  by

Sen. Roger Bedford, D-Russellville.

Bingo-for-Medicaid Bill Back

Thursday, Rep. Marcel Black, D-Tuscumbia, introduced a

proposed constitutional amendment that would allow

electronic bingo games at the dog tracks in Mobile County

and Birmingham as a way to help finance the state Medicaid

program.  HB 577  would tax the games at 20 percent of the

gross revenue after paying out winnings. Because the tax

revenue generated would help balance the state’s operating

budget, the legislation has gained the support of Sen. Roger

Bedford, chairman of the Senate Finance and Taxation-

General Fund Committee, and Rep. John Knight, chairman of

the House Government Appropriations Committee. Black's bill

would not tax the existing bingo games run by the dog tracks

in Macon and Greene counties or by the Creek Indians. This

is the second year Black has proposed this legislation.

PHARMACY

Bedford, Erwin Propose Adding a New Substance to
Controlled List

SB 8  by Roger Bedford, D-Russellville, as well as SB 15 by

Sen. Hank Erwin, R-Montevallo, would make salvia divinorum

a Schedule I controlled substances. Erwin’s bill also would

add Salvinorin A, the active ingredient in the plant, to the list.

Salvia divinorum is an herb in the mint family native to Mexico

that is chewed or smoked to induce illusions and

hallucinations.
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According to the DEA, a number of states have placed

controls on salvia divinorum and/or salvinorin A. Louisiana,

Tennessee and Oklahoma have made it illegal to purchase or

distribute salvia divinorum. Maine and North Dakota also have

passed legislation controlling salvia divinorum and/or

salvinorin. Both Delaware and Missouri have added salvia

divinorum and Salvinorin A into Schedule I of the states’ drug

regulations. Besides Alabama, the DEA reports legislation

proposing regulatory controls on Salvinorin A and/or salvia

divinorum are pending in 11 other states. The Senate

Judiciary Committee unanimously approved Bedford’s bill on

Feb. 20. Erwin’s bill awaits action by the same committee.

Bedford’s bill is in line for consideration by the full Senate.

NEXT LEGISLATIVE DAY

2009 Session Begins in February

Another Summer Special Session Possible

Lawmakers will return for the first legislative meeting day of

the 2009 regular session at noon Tuesday, Feb. 3, 2009 .

However, the governor could call lawmakers back for another

special session later this summer.

FEDERAL

Ask Your Congressman to Sponsor Legislation

Bill to be Introduced to Reform Credit Card Interchange Fees

A bill is in line to be introduced next week in Congress, which

will reform the unfair credit card interchange fee system. The

ARA supports the efforts of the Merchants Payments

Coalition to get this legislation before federal lawmakers .

This bill:

Provides retailers and consumers a legislative solution to

low er interchange rates based on the cost of processing; to

end discriminatory rates among merchants; and to establish

transparency in the rates and rules.

Offers a complete framew ork for all merchants to negotiate

together for fair credit and debit card interchange fees

versus Visa and MasterCard, w hich today use their market

pow er to set the price of interchange w ithout negotiating w ith

merchants.

Stops the secrecy, and provides for the f irst time an open

transparent process to negotiate credit card interchange

fees.

Provides that if  merchants and the credit card companies

can’t reach an agreement on interchange rates then a panel

http://www.unfaircreditcardfees.com/uploads/MPC_Talking_Points.pdf


of three administrative law  judges w ill after a hearing

establish rates under a fare standard that mostly closely

represents w hat w ould be negotiated in a competitive

marketplace betw een a w illing buyer w ith no market pow er

and a w illing seller w ith no market pow er.

In determining such rates and terms the judges consider the

cost necessary to provide and access and electronic payment

system for processing credit and/ or debit transactions, as

well as a normal rate of return.

Contact U.S. Sen. Jeff Sessions, R-Mobile , who serves on the

Senate Judiciary Committee, and  U.S. Rep. Artur Davis,

D-Birmingham, who serves on the House Judiciary

Committee, both of which will hear this legislation. Contact

your U.S. representative as well to ask them to co-sponsor

this important legislation.

>>  Find out who your congressman is and how to contact him  
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